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Abstract – Nowadays, digital document is becoming the standard way of working: travellers have lighter bags but mainly transmission of such documents is faster, and their use is far more convenient to search into them. Consequently, digitalizing physical paper is also very common: many people own a scanner at home. But what about objects? 3D artefacts also need to be digital. CAD software is nearly always used by enterprises for designing their product. But what about old objects, old machines, 100 years older or even more? These basics of technical knowledge have also to be digitalized. 3D scanning technologies are fully emerging in Industrial Engineering. Our scientific researches are targeted on old objects issued from heritage. We propose to virtualize them. But 3D scanning technologies need to be customized as we are working with patrimony where sometimes it is impossible to lighten the object or to move it… The aim of this communication is to define a methodology using a decision tree with adapted operators for digitalizing old objects respecting patrimony conditions. In addition, we illustrate our research with two examples where it has been used digitalizing technologies. Keywords – 3D digitalisation, CAD, heritage
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1. Introduction Nowadays, the situation of the technical and industrial heritage points out many problems: how to manage and valorize it in case of Museums and sites? How to ensure life prolongation for the technical information of the collections, archives and heritage places? This technical information, testimony of the past, are becoming older very fast; like a puzzle which parts wear or disappear, the technical data dispel progressively with the time. That is why preserving the national technical patrimony has now become a priority for governments and world organizations. As saving and maintaining physical object cost a lot for museums, and sometimes dismantling is impossible because the machine falls into ruin, our approach proposes a new kind of finality witch is to preserve it as a numerical object In the first part of this communication, we explain why preserving objects under a numerical form can be a solution for museums; we expose the global developed methodology that merges Industrial Engineering Sciences and Social Sciences. Next, a state of the art and a classification about the 3D digitalization tools are established. Finally, we illustrate our gait with examples.



2. The protection of the scientific, technical and industrial heritage The protection of scientific, technical and industrial heritage is a rather recent idea. It is in England during the Sixties, that was born what British people call the "industrial archaeology". The first experimentation object for the capitalization and the valorization of the heritage was the Ironbridge (it was the first iron bridge, built in 1779 and classified to the world heritage of UNESCO in 1986) (Rolland 2001). Initiated in 1992 by the French culture and communication Ministry, the French research and technology Ministry and the French Education Ministry, the REMUS project was the first one that had developed interdisciplinary teams in order to find new solutions for the museology of sciences and technology. Several works and studies were finalized: the main target was to give advises when using audio-visual technologies (Remus 1993). But, in term of museology, no new didactic methods have been developed since 1992. In 2003, at the ICHIM conference, Jean-Pierre Dalbéra from the French culture and communication Ministry stressed on the need for a capitalization and a valorization of the French heritage (Dalbéra and Foulonneau 2003). Since this communication, many research programs have been
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started in France; among them, we can mention GALLICA and CNUM. However, those projects are focusing on historical documents, images, art objects or architectural monuments… The technical industrial heritage has not been targeted as a priority for conservation. In its book "the objects life ", Thierry Bonnot, anthropologist, consigns that "an object takes a meaning only in a human context" (Bonnot 2002) . A machine or a system is significant only if it can relate a social act and helps to conserve all the aspects of a technical culture, i.e. the physical objects as well as the vestiges it contains: gestures, know-how, social relations... The studied object cannot be dissociated from its context (knowhow, political context, social context, economical context...). Just like the photocopy gives back the object within its framework, the sound track on which it has been consigned, critical information for understanding the object or the written report on which the auditor has reported the human context, all those elements allow re-contextualisation of the object (Rolland 2001). Depending on the desired finalities of the valorization, it will be recommended to capitalize all the necessary knowledge for achieving this goal. Thus, dealing with old technical objects, knowledge to be capitalized can be divided into two kinds: the object definition (the internal characteristics) and the outside world (the context definition).



3. Hypothesis and methodology 3.1 Tools and methods from engineering sciences For capitalizing knowledge, many methods are used but it is not the goal of this communication. However, once the external knowledge captured, remains the problem of the physical object conservation. So as to resolve this problematic, engineering tools and more widely virtual tools and computer graphics can help. As Olivier Lavoisy has demonstrated it in his thesis (Lavoisy 2000), evolutions of the technical drawing (he prefers to use the term: graphical techniques) are becoming really powerful since several years. Then, after numerous analyses, he raised the conclusion that graphical techniques are more than one hard copy: "graphical techniques seem to play a role in the transmission of know-how within the workshops, within the training centers and into academies". Since the “Renaissance” until 1990, 2D paper was used. But in 1970, computers have been introduced into the industrial systems for helping workers. And next, Computer Assisted Design (CAD), Product Data Man-
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agement (PDM), Digital Mock-Up, Virtual Manufacturing… Nowadays, digital mock-ups are used for replacing physical models. It is possible to carry out various functional simulations, to try various aesthetic design... Moreover, in virtual reality domain, tools have been developed so quickly that virtual simulations of dynamic situation are close to realistic ones. If we consider the idea of starting from a real object until its virtualization, we can compare both status of the object (see figure 1). Once the object virtualized, it is called a digital mock-up or an artifact; however, if the real object is conserved or repaired, it becomes also an artifact as it is not the same as the original object. The main differences are that visualization of a virtual object can be adapted to the public targeted.



Fig. 1. Comparison between conservation of the real object and the virtual object



3.2 Virtualization methodology Before designing a virtual model, it is necessary to identify and capitalize the required information. Both internal and external knowledge have to be extracted as explained before. However, notice that the source of information, which is the most important, is obviously the object itself if it still exists. Consequently, picking up information on the object or its components gives more authenticity than extrapolating a drawing. As presented in the previous sections, tools and methods from engineering sciences can give solutions for this new kind of capitalization. Issued from the industrial engineering, a new digital chain can be defined: first, capture physical and textual information’s; next, design the 3D model and its dynamic; and finally, simulate Virtual Reality applications. In the following part of this communication, we will concentrate on the first step of the digital chain process: the object digitalization.
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4. 3D digitalization Answering to the problematic of patrimonial object digitalization, we give a state of the art of the different technologies that can be found on the market or new technologies issued from fundamental research that will emerge in the near future. We distinguish active systems and passive systems. The main difference is due to the technology used: emitting or not a light beam. Moreover, as we usually work with old objects, contact can be sometimes impossible or even forbidden (this will be explained farther late). 4.1 Systems with physical contacts They are the basic measuring instruments that are used since a long time: • decameter, • slide caliper, • micrometer caliper... There are also many mechanical palpation systems that are nearly automatic and are usually combined with a canned jib for controlled by a computer. Some of them are named TMM for Three-dimensional Measurement Machines. But the most important difficulty is that the object to measure has to be brought in the laboratory, as those measurement systems are usually not movable. Moreover, they need many settings in order to be efficient and measurement is very slow. However, they can be effectives on large object: from 0.5 m3 to 115 m3. 4.2 Passive systems without contact Usually used for graphical design, these systems are passive without contact since they capture information with photographic systems or stereoscopic systems. The acquisition tools are cameras and movie cameras. Photographic systems allow building rapidly 3D models thanks to high definition numerical photos. The process associated is: 1. detecting common points between photography’s, 2. automatic distance calculations and 3D wireframe design, 3. textures application using photography definition, 4. automatic virtual camera or virtual video camera positioning. But it is necessary to precise that model precision depends on the cameras definition: more the cameras are accurate, more the model will be accurate.
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4.3 Active systems without contact Active systems without contact are technologies that generate short waves for measuring; for example: the laser. According to the object size to be digitized, there are various solutions: • “desktop“ laser scan: box containing the scanner. accuracy = 0.1 mm. It is suitable for only small size objects, • TMM laser radar. High speed, high accuracy, • 3D scanner laser. For example from Minolta. They are the most popular and are used for medicine, industrial engineering, archaeology... • X-ray tomographic systems, • Interferometer with optic fibber, • Optic measure system... 4.4 Classification The technology that will be used depends on the dimensions to be acquired (... 
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